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Abstract. The Malaysian economy has experienced robust economic growth over the past few decades, averaging around 6 per cent a year since 2000. With competitive pressure for resources from non-agriculture sectors, there is likely to be an inadequate capacity to increase agricultural production. Attaining agriculture business performance continued relevance remains demanding in the Eleventh Malaysia Plan. Anchored in the supply chain management philosophy, this paper highlights cattle businesses and the interrelated elements of supply chain integration and a digital marketing perspective. The cattle meat industry in Malaysia is gradually transforming from unorganized backyard farming into organized farming. However, the supply chains are still characterized by inefficiencies, diseconomies of scale, lack of investments, and inadequate arrangement. Therefore, to improve the efficiency and economy of scale, added value chain is required. One form of value creation is technology adoption. The digital marketing part of technology currently leads to the adoption new business policies in agriculture production. Policies and procedures also need to be eased to facilitate investments to increase production. This paper concludes that, in many important ways, the Malaysian Government still sees food security as a public obligation, especially in the case of protein-based products, and is working attentively to increase food security for its citizens.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Agriculture production is common in many developing nations, where a considerable percentage of the population participates. Nevertheless, for a variety of reasons, the number of Malaysians involved in agriculture is steadily declining. First, rapid development pushes rural residents towards cities in search of better employment opportunities. As a result, finding people to manage farms becomes increasingly challenging. Second, development impacts the amount of arable land accessible for farming. More and more buildings and factories are being constructed, hence arable land continues to shrink over time. Finally, compared to Malaysia's thriving pig and poultry industries, livestock production is a dying business. In the ruminant industry, escalating productivity is a major problem, as it struggles with the efficient use of natural resources and adoption of integrated supply chain solutions for livestock production.

Livestock is a substantial component of Malaysia's agricultural industry and contributes significantly to Gross Domestic Product, accounting for around 15.5% in 2020 [1]. According to the World Data Atlas, it generated 107.4 index for food production and 8.21% for the country's agriculture in 2020 [1]. Peninsular Malaysia is mostly known for its animal farming industries. The poultry and pig industries are the most established and significant sectors, accounting for the majority of overall livestock output. Ruminant producers are battling to boost their output. Most significantly, their population continues to decline. In general, Malaysia's farming system is smallholder, with low input and output. Malaysia began importing breeding cattle in large quantities to raise the base population with the goal of achieving self-sufficiency in animal products. Beef production has been promoted through the use of integrators and effective contract farming. The system's potential has been demonstrated in the poultry sector, and the concept is convincing given Malaysia's extensive use of contract growers. Numerous countries in the tropics are gradually adopting European ruminant breeds in an effort to boost production. Malaysia has also embarked on an importation effort with numerous cattle breeds, seeking to identify the most adaptable breeds to the environment. The dairy breeds introduced in the late 1970's and early 1980's included Holstein-Friesian, Australian Milking Zebu, Brown Swiss, Ayreshire, Jersey, and Shorthorn [2].
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In relation to the livestock industry, the animal feed industry is also critical to national security. The animal feed industry faces a variety of obstacles including price unpredictability, intrinsic commercial and climate risks associated with its many subsectors, and a variety of other obstacles. They have significant effects on the stakeholders in the entire supply chain. They must contend with the price reduction efforts from the buyers. This is since the feed sector is an important component in the value chain that will determine the cost of the livestock in general.

Producers also face numerous problems in the fast and risky climate. The farmers have to increase their efficiency and effectiveness in order to farm sustainably. Significant entry obstacles exist across the value chain. They include the need for high capital, years in business, seed production technology and capability, enough volume in major inputs such as fertilizer and other operational and logistical factors. Such entrance obstacles make it difficult for newcomers and smaller firms to compete with established competitors in the industry. Meanwhile, customised technology in this chain would ensure seamless operation [32], [33]. For instance, e-procurement farm producers might be selected via the internet due to the data's ability to give the necessary information to the existing and potential consumer [35].

For the last three decades, livestock production has grown at a breakneck pace. According to Delgado et al. (1999), economists agree that increased demand was a factor in cattle output development, which was fueled by growing populations and per capita incomes. Contractually, the relationship between enterprises and farmers within the economic boundaries has exploded in the previous two decades. According to [3], [4], and [5], contract farming studies in Asia and Africa have revealed an increase in this phenomenon, albeit at a slower pace than in Latin America. According to [6], contract relationships have developed subtly to the extent that they have expanded the global system—for example, between input suppliers in New Zealand and pumpkin producers in Tonga, as well as between purchasers and consumers of the finished product in Kobe, Japan. The evolution of food and agricultural markets has contributed to the requirement for increased degrees of regulated coordination in agriculture commodity value chains. "As a result, various forms of vertical integration and alliances have developed into a prominent element of agricultural supply chains [7]." Due to these changes, customer demand for unique agricultural goods has increased globally [8]. The demands together with their worries about food safety, have created significant challenges for developing countries. The food and agricultural produce which include fresh fish, meat, and vegetable make up more than fifty percent of the countries food and agricultural exports [9].

Agricultural production used to be a small-scale, unorganised business in many developed countries, but the industry has evolved dramatically in recent years as larger enterprises have closely integrated across the manufacturing and distribution value chains [10]. The market-oriented reforms in the aftermath of international trade liberalisation, particularly in developing countries' structural adjustment plans, has resulted in growing global market integration [11]. Contract farming has played a part in bridging the divide between farmers and huge corporations. It is a method based on "contractual arrangements between farmers and companies, whether oral or written, outlining one or more production and/or marketing criteria for an agricultural product [12]." Contract farming has various forms depending on the production and/or marketing parameters specified. There are continuous debates surrounding the pro and cons of the contract farming since the 1970s [13], [14], [15]. Opponents of contract farming believe that huge agribusinesses utilise contracts to exploit inexpensive labour and shift production risk to farmers. Another issue is that the small farmers will be sidelined since firms choose to work with more well- to- do farmers [5], [16]. Others are more optimistic, viewing contract farming as a way to connect the small farmers with the market and the contract farming also ensure the small farmers to have a consistent technical assistance, continuous supply of quality seeds and fertilizer, and a stable price of the produce.

2 DIGITAL MARKETING

In the last few years, digital marketing, in parallel with IR 4.0, has increasingly played a dynamic role in supply chain management [36], [37]. Technology like digital marketing improves supply chain communication and offers move efficiently integrative supply chain move efficiently [29]. A digital marketing strategy is a value creation and value capture point in a supply chain, especially in contract farming and manufacturing sectors [30]. In a digital marketing mode, a food producer increases customer demand by realizing a supplier’s ability to provide the raw material that required based on livestock farming readiness [31].

To increase efficiency, vertically integrated systems in the livestock and commodities supply chains use digital marketing, which enables consumers and suppliers to evaluate the price, location, promotion, and product base at their leisure [34], [37]. These initiatives are typically focused on providing accurate price information, disseminating farming expertise, eliminating intermediaries, and transforming agricultural supply chains that support the livelihoods of billions of people worldwide [31], [34]. Agriculture is a rapidly growing business in many developed countries, contributing a significant portion of economic growth in lockstep with technological advancements [36]. The digital marketing component of technology has offered an
enormous possibility for farms to exchange information across numerous chains, making it easier for businesses to manage material flow across multiple suppliers and retailers [27], [34].

3 METHODS

This project employed a digital marketing and food supply chain strategy, acquiring and analysing data on the cattle supply chain. Traditionally, the supply chain entails the flow of resources downstream and information upwards. Torres [17] defines supply chains as "a system comprised of material suppliers, manufacturing facilities, distribution services, and customers that are connected by the feedforward flow of materials and feedback of information." The food supply chain is viewed as a series of steps that constitute a particular sequence of economic activities through which resources and materials flow downstream for the manufacturing of commodities and provision of services destined for ultimate consumer consumption, as well as information feedback. Additionally, the food supply chain is viewed as a network of organisations with economic ties to one another that enables the supply chain to function and provide commodities and services. A critical aspect of any system-based assessment is a well-defined system boundary [18]. The following stages comprise the food supply chain: raw material extraction, agricultural production, primary processing, secondary processing, final manufacture, wholesale, retail, food service, and domestic consumption. The study is focused on Kumpulan Ladang Kedah Sdn Bhd and its subsidiary, KLPK Sdn Bhd.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The literature review revealed certain critical variables that should be included in the study. KLPK Sdn Bhd believes there is a need to continue scientific research into the cattle business using the integrated supply chain model. Additionally, the requirement to adapt to technological advancements in IR 4.0, such as interactive digital marketing, peer-to-peer networks, data science, and IoT, will alter industry scenarios in numerous ways by disrupting company models [29], [37]. SCM is seen as a management philosophy by some scholars, a management process by others, and an integrated system by others. However, Heller and Keoleian [19] defined supply chain management as the movement of materials and products, while Tyndall, Gene, Gopal, Partsch, et al. [20] defined supply chain management as a network of organisations involved in the various processes and activities that generate value in the form of products and services that end up in the hands of the ultimate customer via upstream and downstream linkages. Thus, in the livestock industry, the supply chain can be defined as the process of integrating suppliers and customers, beginning with raw materials (such as agricultural inputs) and ending with the consumption of finished goods.

The term "integrating suppliers" refers to a business's collaboration with suppliers and its perception that the suppliers are important for the company survival [21]. This study evaluated the extent to which suppliers are involved and influence company decisions. Additionally, it assessed how closely suppliers collaborate with the company to finalise a contract [22]. Strategic collaboration with suppliers may relate to more intimate, long-term ties [23]. Previous research has also looked at the effect of supplier involvement effort on performance [24], [25] reports on one of the early examinations of the influence of supplier involvement effort. In general, this study emphasises the beneficial aspects of supplier involvement in the livestock industry. Perhaps this outcome is predicted in the landscape of cattle contract farming.

Meanwhile, the term "integrating customers" refers to a business's tight relationship with its customers and its perception of the latter as an important key player in the chain [21]. This adaptive term is also used in this article to refer to the degree of client involvement and influence over a business's choice. Furthermore, it will increase the degree to which clients collaborate with the organisation to complete the business transaction [26]. An effective and efficient integration with the customers help the company to better understand the customers’ needs and wants [15] which eventually lead to a better product quality and ability to fulfill the demand.

The grow in customers’ demand couples with increase in complexity of their requirements have affected agriculture prices and the technology requirements. This phenomenon is also the impetus for the development of the integrated global food and agricultural systems. The integration creates new chances for suppliers, consumers, producers, researchers, and entrepreneurs to share commodities, services, and ideas. Advancements in technology and other disciplines have complemented these changes, leading to the potential to significantly alter the magnitude and quality of food and agricultural products. These fast developments force the developing nations' agricultural sectors to respond quickly to benefit from the evolving global system. The constant innovation will be the norm, and developing countries' policies, programs, and investments will need to be innovative to keep up.

Beef is a significant protein source in the Malaysian diet. National beef consumption is predicted to increase as disposable personal income and population growth rise. However, the domestic beef sector is underdeveloped and does not reflect the magnitude of domestic demand. Domestic beef production via cattle-oil palm integration has the potential to be a profitable endeavour, particularly in light of current economic difficulties. Land is a significant cost item in beef production; however, this can be reduced if output is shared with other firms. Cattle rearing under oil palm trees is an excellent choice. This will boost
land-use intensity while decreasing the cost of oil-palm upkeep. Under this integrated agricultural approach, both enterprises, namely oil palm and cattle, will generate greater overall returns per hectare of land exploited. Previous research has demonstrated a highly convincing outcome. Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) was used to determine the financial costs and rewards associated with integrated cow husbandry beneath oil palm trees. Several indicators of project value, including net present value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR), and benefit-cost ratio (B-C ratio), were calculated using data from three case studies. Sensitivity tests of the IRR and B-C ratios at various beef prices were conducted to demonstrate the project's resilience to changes in critical market parameters. The NPV calculation subtracts the discounted future cash inflow from the discounted present cash outflow, with positive numbers indicating a project's viability. Among alternative initiatives, those with a greater net present value (NPV) are preferred. The IRR is the discount rate at which the net cash flow becomes zero. When the IRR exceeds the opportunity cost of funding, the project is financially viable. The B-C ratio compares the discounted cash inflow to outflow, and a B-C ratio greater than unity indicates a sound project.

KLKP Sdn Bhd will explore this type of farming system and prepare for a justifiable production system through an understanding of the interconnections between the system's primary components. The investigation should take a systemic perspective in order to comprehend the dynamics of the entire system scenario. We anticipate that integrated production systems will contribute to economic, socioeconomic, and ecological development in the future. Effective logistics entail delivering the correct product, in the correct quantity, in the correct condition, at the correct location, at the correct time, and at the correct cost, all of which promote the success of supply chain participants. Previously, experts described the development in the food value chain as being characterised by three overarching aspects, including a growing concentration of farms, food companies, and wholesalers into a small number with a huge size. The evolution of integrated supply chains, which connect producers and other stakeholders, is the second. Thirdly, customer demand for food quality, food safety, and animal welfare is increasing. However, the connection between the logistics systems of cattle industry stakeholders and food supply chains is still quite loose and fragmented. Even within individual enterprises, vertical and internal integration in freight and logistics are lax, and, as a result, they are inefficient and unsustainable on both an economic and environmental level. Effective and efficient logistics will be vital to the success of both manufacturers and retailers in this area.

An integrated supply chain approached as discussed above is imperative in improving the current fragmented and inefficient local food supply chain. It will integrate the key players in the supply chain such as the farmers, slaughtering house, processors, distributors, and users in a more coordinated and sustainable way. In addition, the digitalization will improve the tracking of the animals from birth to final products. These improvements are imperative for a sustainable livestock industry that will improve the food security issues faced by this country.

5 CONCLUSION

KLKP Sdn Bhd, through its subsidiary KLKP Sdn Bhd, would enter the cattle farming business using an integrated supply chain approach. By cultivating animal products within identity-protected supply chains, producers can increase the value of their products. This may broaden producers' options if a variety of rival supply chains prove more adept at securing future contracts. Additionally, as technology advances, farm producers must be prepared to transition from old to modern business models that use technology more effectively. In this scenario, adaptable digital marketing in the supply chain management process is a priority.

Implications of the revolution digitalization in supply chain management process will abound for the types of production, marketing, and relationship risks that producers face. This, however, could be true of any new enterprise on the farm and has little to do with enhanced vertical coordination. Changes to the digital marketing or input supply connection will necessitate the acquisition of new contract evaluation and negotiating abilities. Producers will need to take a more proactive approach to digital marketing. It is hoped that examining all of the aspects described above will assist in alleviating investors' concerns about combining cattle breeding businesses with feedlot and breeding farm operations concurrently. KLKP Sdn Bhd plans to continue conducting scientific research in partnership with the university as part of its attempt to ascertain the present and future direction of the company.
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